
Good morning poets! 
 
I’m looking forward to our topic this week: I was going to do Muder Ballads later in the term, but 
I’ve decided to kick things off with this unique genre! 
 
In order to orient yourself to the topic, do some quick research into the following: 
 
(1) The genre of “Murder Ballads” or “Murder Poetry.”  Think about why this genre has 
emerged! 
 
(2) Listen to (and read) the following two examples of murder ballads: 
 
“Weile Weile Waile” 
https://youtu.be/wnrhJO-qzdw 
 
(explanation: https://www.irishcentral.com/roots/history/weile-weile-walie-irish-murder-ballad) 
 
“Bohemian Rhapsody”: 
https://youtu.be/axAtWjn3MfI 
 
Find a third example!  If you go onto Google and type in “Murder Ballad” or “Murder Poetry” 
you will get a lot of responses. 
 
Your first essay will be a critical summary of this genre.  I will send out details on the assignment 
this week.  You should start thinking about a thesis explaining the importance, meaning and 
significance of this genre! 
 
Since there was a lot of interest in writing an epic poem, I will also be adding this as an option! 
Details on Epic Poetry coming soon…. 
 
Key Terms in Poetry: 
I found a great fun little quiz on Sporcle that covers key terms in poetry.  Since we will be 
covering many of these terms during our course, you should (a) look up any of the terms in the 
quiz you don’t know and (b) keep trying the quiz until you ace all the terms in the quiz!  Our end 
of week quiz this week will be on 10 of these terms (I’m not saying which ones! Learn them all!): 
 
Key Terms in Poetry Exercise: 
https://www.sporcle.com/games/citkeane/poetry-terms 
 
This is enough to be getting on with...I will issue a video lecture this week explaining more about 
Murder Ballads and their modern emergence in the poetic genre.  I think you will find it 
fascinating! 
 
Enjoy :) 
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